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Talk outline 

1)  My life in science: The biochemistry of protein 
 machines. 

2)  Writing textbooks: How to spend a thousand 14 
 hour days. 

3)  Science policy: A sudden shift to 12 years in 
 Washington, D.C. 

4)  What I learned: Why science is so critical for the        
 world. 

 



 

  

    
 

 

  

My life in science:  
 

Protein machines 



I was a high 
school student, 
when the 
revolution in 
biology began 
with the Watson 
and Crick 
structure for 
DNA in 1953 

 

Watson 

Crick 



Watson and Crick had solved the mystery of heredity, but 
they did not know anything about the machinery that 

enables a DNA sequence to be copied from one 
generation to the next 

Starting as a graduate student in 1961, I would 
spend more than 30 years working on this problem 



3’’ 5’’ 
template strand 

DNA polymerase adds  
one nucleotide and dissociates 

The next DNA polymerase 
molecule adds  

one nucleotide and dissociates 

primer strand 

3’’ 5’’ 

And so on…. 

How DNA was thought to replicate in a 
 “cell like a test tube” 



My dismal career as a graduate student, Harvard 1961-1965 

•  Inspired by the success of Watson & Crick, I had my own 
theory about how DNA polymerase might be able to start its 
DNA synthesis on a chromosome (a double-helical DNA 
molecule). 

•  I did many experiments trying to see if the theory was right; 
the many “NO” answers did not surprise anyone and they 
did not add to the store of scientific knowledge. 



Nature 
 
October 28, 
2004 

My failed 
PhD exam 



Learning from failure: the crucial role of 
strategy in science 

   
 

 Theoretical biology is much more difficult than my generation 
had imagined. We had been misled by the striking success 
of the 1953 Watson-Crick DNA model. 

 
•  Having a good strategy in scientific research is    

THE key to success. 



   Only when I moved to Geneva in 1965, as a post-
doctoral fellow with Alfred Tissieres and Richard 
Epstein, did I discover that DNA replication requires 
much more than DNA polymerase! 



In Geneva, I discovered bacteriophage T4, with many 
different genes known only from genetics 



Learning from failure #2: Read very widely in the scientific 
literature! 

 

    
 
•    A very  important paper on bacteriophage T4 genetics -- 

published in 1963 by Epstein, Edgar, and their collaborators  
(Geneva and Cal Tech) – had proven that many different 
proteins are needed to replicate DNA in addition to DNA 
polymerase. 

•   But I had been reading only biochemical papers, not papers 
in genetics. 



A major mystery: why were there at least 7          
T4 genes that were absolutely required for 

replication of the T4 virus?  
 

1)  These 7 T4 genes had been given numbers: 32, 
41, 43, 44, 45, 61, 62. 

2)  One of these, the gene 43, had been shown to 
produce the T4 bacteriophage DNA polymerase.   

3)  Why are at least 6 additional proteins needed for 
any replication of the T4 chromosome when the 
virus infects the E. coli bacterium? 

4)  Clearly, DNA replication must involve at least 7 
proteins and be much more complicated than 
anyone had imagined! 



My strategy for solving the mystery of so many replication genes: 

 Develop a new method (DNA cellulose chromatography) 
to find the mutant proteins 

 
•  Many proteins that function on DNA in the cell will have a site 

on their surface for binding to DNA. 

•  By fixing a high concentration of single stranded or double 
helical DNA on a solid support such as cellulose, one should be 
able to trap these proteins specifically and purify them. 

•  Many proteins in a T4 bacteriophage-infected cell bound to a 
DNA-cellulose column. Would one of them be missing if a 
mutant virus was used for the infection? 



After a one-year postdoc in Geneva, I started my own small laboratory as an assistant 
professor at Princeton University in 1966 

    
   The students and I focused on purifying each of the 7 

bacteriophage T4 proteins identified by the 7 mutants, with the 
hope of mixing them together in a test tube with double-
stranded DNA and getting the DNA to replicate. 



My Princeton Lab, 1969 



Discovery of the “protein machine” that makes a 
new DNA helix by copying an old one, as 

predicted by Watson and Crick 

Two DNA polymerases work at the same time, one 
making DNA “backwards” on the lagging strand 



The magic of protein machines is best 
appreciated by a movie that shows such a 
machine in action.   
 
The movie was made by Bruce Stillman at the 
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, as part of the 
50 year DNA celebration there.  Download by  
Googling: YouTube Garland Science DNA.  





Two lessons learned in the last 30 years 

 
1).  Because of evolution, there are remarkable 
homologies between living things;  therefore use model 
organisms wherever possible. 

 

 2).  Nearly all cell processes will be: 
•  Driven by 10 to 20 proteins, organized as a protein 

machine and incorporating ordered protein movements 
driven by the energy of ATP hydrolysis 
 

•  Based on elegant mechanisms that are too complex to 
predict. 

  

   



 

  

    
 

 

  

Writing textbooks: 
 

1000 days  
 



A “small diversion”:  or how to spend 
a thousand 14-hour days 

 
•  1978 phone call from Jim Watson. 
•  The terrible summer of ’79. 



Two months at Fort Hill, New York, summer 1979 



Fort Hill depression: this would be much harder than we 
had thought 

Martin Raff 



The joy of textbook writing 



A “small diversion”:  or how to spend 
a thousand 14-hour days 

 
•  The miracle of ’81. 
•  The first edition finally published, 1983. 
 



Watson        Roberts       Raff      Lewis       Bray       Alberts 

The starting set of authors 



The authors have all learned a great deal from 
30 years of writing —- a total of 10 textbooks 



5th edition in Antarctica 2008 



30 

6th edition, December 2014 

Each time we write a new 
edition, we are humbled by 
how much we still don’t know 



31 

New Feature at End of Each Chapter 
(more than 100 of these) 



 

  

    
 

 

  

Science policy:  
 

12 years in Washington 



1985. The start of a career in science policy 



A fateful phone call in 1986 

•  Should there be a special project in the US to map 
and sequence the human genome? 

•  A very prestigious committee had just been 
established by the National Academy of Sciences to 
address this question. 

•  The committee contained members who had spoken 
out strongly on both sides of the argument. 

•  Since I had not even thought about the question 
previously, “I would be the ideal chair for this 
important committee”. 



Why was any special human genome 
project so controversial in 1986? 

 

•  With available technology, our genome of 3 billion 
nucleotides would require 30,000 person years to 
sequence! 

•  The idea was broadly viewed as a big science threat 
to the successful small science culture and small 
science funding in biology. 



Bruce Alberts (Chair) 
David Botstein 
Sydney Brenner 
Charles R. Cantor   
Russell F. Doolittle 
Leroy Hood 
Victor A. McKusick 
Daniel Nathans 
 

Final Committee on Mapping 
and Sequencing the Human Genome 

 
Maynard V. Olson 
Stuart Orkin 
Leon E. Rosenberg 
Francis H. Ruddle 
Shirley Tilghman 
John Tooze 
James D. Watson 
 
Study director : 
 John Burris 





The final report  
February 1988 



Another fateful phone call in late 1992 

•  The special nominating committee to select the next 
president of the National Academy of Sciences had, 
after a year of deliberations, selected me for this full-
time job in Washington, DC. 

•  I had decided not to be a candidate when they had 
phoned me 9 months earlier. 

•  But please have the courtesy of meeting with the 
committee to discuss the possibility. 



U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
Charter (1863) 

“The academy shall, whenever called upon 
by any department of the government, 
investigate, examine… and report upon any 
subject of science or art ,… but the Academy 
shall receive no compensation whatsoever 
for any services to the government of the  
United States”. 



My education in Washington, DC 
1993 to 2005 

A sudden shift from science to science policy 



An important part of my education at the Academy was 
recognition of the critical importance of 

 Science for all ! 

POLICY FOR SCIENCE 



Lake Victoria, 
western Kenya, 1998 



Village Knowledge Workers, 
India 



A “science franchise” producing parasitic wasps 



•  Science and technology can make a major 
difference for national development through 
many interventions.  

•  But most of these are much too fine-grained for 
outsiders to expect to be able to solve other 
nation’s problems. 

What have I learned? 



 
 For every nation, strong institutions for 
science, health, and technology are key  

•  Scientists are unlikely to be effective in either their work or in 
guiding the decisions made by their nations without strong 
institutions to support and harness their efforts.  

•  To develop, harness, and retain the talent needed in every 
nation, building and supporting effective merit-based 
institutions for science, health & technology must become 
a key goal for development. 

   



The first InterAcademy Council Report: 
A Guide for S & T Capacity Building 



The central lesson from my 12 years in 
Washington, DC 

       
  It is critically important that science,       
science teachers, and scientists, achieve      

a much higher degree of influence 
throughout both their own nations and the 

world. 

 



Of equal importance, we also need much more of the creativity, 
rationality, openness, and tolerance that are inherent to science 
--- what Indian Prime Minister Nehru called a “scientific temper” 

-- for the success of every nation 

A SCIENTIFIC TEMPER 



Values of Science 

•  Honesty 

•  Generosity 

•  A strong demand for evidence, with openness   
  to all ideas and opinions irrespective   
  of their source 



“The society of scientists is simple because it has a 
directing purpose: to explore the truth. Nevertheless, it 
has to solve the problem of every society, which is to 
find a compromise between the individual and the 
group. It must encourage the single scientist to be 
independent, and the body of scientists to be tolerant.  

   
From these basic conditions, which form the prime 

values, there follows step by step a range of values: 
dissent, freedom of thought and speech, justice, honor, 
human dignity and self respect.  

  
 Science has humanized our values. Men have 

asked for freedom, justice and respect precisely as the 
scientific spirit has spread among them.” 

    Jacob Bronowski, Science and Human Values, 1956 

On scientific values: 
my favorite quote 



The urgent need for to redefine what is 
meant by “science education” 

A DISTURBING RECENT FACT: 

•  A third grade student comes home from school and tells his 
mother:   

•  “Now I get it, science is just like spelling; you just need to 
memorize it and it doesn’t make any sense.” 



What science should look like in school	  



What science might look like in college Biology 1 
Interactive, “no lecture” science classroom 

 University of Minnesota 
 

 (22 tables, each with 9 chairs, two computers, overhead screen) 



The urgent need for capacity building 

•  Those of us in more scientifically advanced nations 
must help less advanced nations develop a greater 
capacity in science and technology, as appropriate to 
their national needs. 

•  This in our own interest, as well as being critical for 
the rest of the world. 



I have served as President Obama’s 
Science Envoy to Indonesia 

 
 



The First 3 Science Envoys 
 

• Ahmed	  Zewail,	  Nobel	  Prize	  winner	  at	  Caltech	  (chemistry;	  
born	  Egypt)	  

• Elias	  Zerhouni,	  former	  director	  of	  the	  US	  NaConal	  
InsCtutes	  of	  Health	  (radiology;	  born	  Algeria)	  

• 	  Bruce	  Alberts,	  former	  President	  of	  the	  US	  NaConal	  
Academy	  of	  Sciences	  (cell	  biologist;	  born	  Chicago)	  

Volunteer position, with only expenses paid 



The Challenges 
 
 

• 	  Design a role for Science Envoys that dramatically 
demonstrates the potential and effectiveness of science 
diplomacy. 

•  Create a Science Envoy “toolkit” and a set of principles to 
facilitate future efforts. 

 



Indonesia  250 million people, more than 10,000 islands 

Sulawesi	  



President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono stressed 
Indonesia’s aim to become an “innovation nation”  



I met with many young Indonesian scientists 

•  	  	  



At a science madrassa in Indonesia      
July 2011 



Many students eager to learn more science! 



Teaching science as inquiry:  workshop 
for high school teachers 



A focus on young Indonesian scientists 
began in Ternate, May 2010 

My main Indonesian partner, 
Sangkot Marzuki, organized a 
three-day meeting with 40 of 
Indonesia’s best younger 
scientists, where we solicited 
their views and interests in 
collaborations. 

They emphasized a need for 
increased investments in 

science and technology, plus a 
more “merit-based culture” 
for Indonesian science and 

education 



Annual workshop for future leaders of 
science in each nation (7th one this July) 





Indonesia is underinvesting in its future 



Visionary report published July 2013: 
funding research by merit-based peer review 



First competition held in 2016; 
winners to be announced this Spring 

 



The promise of world science collaboration 



“Science knows no country.. 
 

Knowledge belongs to humanity.. 
 

It’s the torch that illuminates the world.” 
 
  

                            Louis Pasteur 
 





www.NAP.edu 
Free full text of 8000 books on-line, accessible 

through a powerful search engine. 
 


